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Dr. Peter Woods
» Over 40 peer-reviewed academic publications including 13

articles in international journals such as the Journal of
Business Ethics, Information Technology and People.

» Editorial board member of the Journal of Chinese Human
Resource Management

» Won a number of international and local awards for
research.

» Brisbane’s Best Lecturer 2012 (Golden Key)
» Australian University Teaching Award in 2010 (and also in

2004)
» Griffith teaching awards in 2010 (and 2004)
» Co-author of 2 Management textbooks
» Degree in Mandarin and research interests in cross-

cultural management, Chinese management, Indonesian
leadership, teaching in the multicultural classroom
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OUTLINE

 The world of ideas
 Equipping yourself
 Communicating your ideas
 Drafting your ideas
 Persisting
 How to build on success
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The world of ideas
Entering the world of global scholarship
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What are some ideas that have changed the world?

 The eradication of smallpox
 The eradication of polio
 The telephone
 Electric light
 Change by non-violence
 Arabic numerals
 Banking
 Global warming

Griffith Business School

What do all of these ideas have in
common?
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They all were developed through global
interactions
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The world of ideas = the world of research

 Global interactions of ideas can produce new ideas that change
the world

 To graduate in PhD your thesis should make an original
contribution to your area of research interest

 Must know the ideas in your field – What has been published
before in this area?

 How timely and promising is your chosen area? – Is your topic
being discussed in the mass media or in a related professional
field? Is your topic aligned with the Millennium Development
Goals?

 To succeed in this world of ideas, you must understand the world
of scholarship
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The world of global scholarship

 The organisations – global scientific networks – eg.
IEEE, Academy of Management

 The meetings – international conferences
 The communications – international research journals

– eg. Nature, the Lancet
 The currency – ideas that make an impact and make a

difference – judged by your peers (peer review),
judged by your audience (citations of your work, public
profile, usage of your ideas in practice)

Griffith Business School

Skills, information and resources
What skills, information and resources will I need to be a global
oriented scholar?
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Skills and information

 Are there any techniques you need to master to develop your
ideas?
» Research training - PhD

» Opportunities for staff/ postgraduate training in the
University/school

» Collaborate with those who are strong where you are weak

 Data/ information collection
» What do you need?

» Will you have to travel to get what you need?

» Is fieldwork involved? – mostly probably yes

» What support do you need (e.g. good supervision)?
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Resources, resource and resource

 Time and money

 Time is a key constraint for research

» Essential to have good personal time management

» Distinguish between quality and quantity of time – some
research needs uninterrupted blocks of time, some research
can be completed by planning a series of meetings with
collaborators

» Write conference papers as deadlines to help you focus
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Ways of accessing and utilising empirical data –examples
of how to get round the problem of finding suitable
research participants

1. Use national statistics as secondary data

2. Students with relevant experience (eg. Managers) could be
your research participants

3. Use your own experience to inform your research – the value
of pre-understanding

4. Consider publishing a theory only or proposal based paper

Choosing the right journal for submission
What journal will accept my article for publication?

Griffith Business School
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Aims, mission and scope of the journal

 # 1 reason why journal submissions are rejected – desk reject
by editor as article is not suitable for the journal

 Read the aims, mission and scope of the journal carefully

 Choose journals that are valued in your subject area – a
journal linked to a professional organisation is read by more
people

 Are there any recent changes in the journal scope and
mission? – Often as a result of changes of editors or editorial
board – Read the latest editorial from the editor

 Attend information sessions on the journal at conferences

 Know the target audience of the journal
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Conference volumes and special issues

 Try to get involved with relevant conferences to network, to
know the field, to gain feedback on your research, to gain
reviewing experience and confidence in your research writing

 Submitting to a conference related special issue of journal
means there is often quicker turn around of reviews

 Special issues tend to be focused on specific topics so if you
have a good paper on the topic go for it!
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Preparing your draft
How can I write my paper so that it will be published?
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Citations matters a lot

 Cite papers from the journal that you are submitting to - Editors
and reviewers are not happy if your paper does not cite relevant
papers in their journal – check recent issues and cite their journal
as much as possible

 Editors love papers that are likely to be cited a lot – try to make
your work appeal to this agenda (a current topic, a current
debate)

 Be careful to write your abstract so that the keywords are cited
often – this will make it easier for people to find your journal
article and to increase citations
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Get advice and be proactive
 Try to get colleagues to comment on your draft

 Organise a publication syndicate

 Ask colleagues who have published in/rejected by the journal to
hear their experience with the journal

 Develop it as a working paper (published by a University
department or research centre/ think tank

 Can be useful to contact the editor in advance for advice if what
your proposed article fits the journal

 Try to meet the editor, e.g. chat with them at conferences – make
contact with people you know on the editorial board

 Use English checking services to ensure your grammar is correct
– poor English/ not following journal guidelines is the second
most common reason for rejection
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Contribution, contribution, contribution

 Above all you need to differentiate your paper from the
published literature AND any related working papers currently in
circulation.

 You need to be able to show how your paper makes a novel
(new) contribution.

 Make sure your contribution is clear in your abstract and
conclusion.
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Send, revise, resubmit
What happens after I send my paper?
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Review process

 Never send a paper to two journals at the same time – it could
seriously damage your reputation

 Try to find out the normal review time and the publication lag from
acceptance – how many papers have been accepted but not yet
published?

 Contact the editor in charge of your paper after normal review
time is up to speed up the process

 Sometimes you might be able to guess who the editor might use
as referees – so think carefully about whether there is anything in
your paper that might upset or excite the potential referees – cite
the potential referees
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Rejection

 Be prepared for knock backs – the best journals reject 95% of the
papers

 If you get a negative review, do not be afraid to state your case, if
the editor offers you the opportunity

 If rejected consider other outlets for a reworked paper – a
rejected paper in one journal may be a prize winning or often
cited paper in another journal

 Seek advice from your colleagues about the rejection letter and
the review reports
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Revise and resubmit

 Read the editor’s letter carefully. It may reinterpret the reviewers’
reports and point to specific issues that you need to address

 Address each issue of the reviewers’ reports carefully and
systematically.

 Often a major issue may be the theoretical core of the paper. This
is difficult to deal with and may require a re-write.
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How to build on success
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Dissemination strategy

 When you have publications send copies to key people in your
field with a (short) polite note. They may be your future referees
for promotion

 Ensure that you maintain a personal/ University website and put
your papers (usually pre-publication copies are legal) for
download

 Give your colleagues a hand – cite them if their work is relevant

 Ensure that your paper has your university’s name as part of its
institutional address – so people know where/how high you are
based

 Build up quantity (of publications) to build up your confidence
and experience, quality and reputation will follow
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Building a reputation - esteem

 Emphasis on international referees means that you have to take
steps to make your work known outside your country

 Look for good collaborators at home and abroad

 Target prestigious international conferences

 Time spent developing your research community pays off so
within reason volunteer for roles in learned/professional societies
and review papers etc.

 Look for ways to increase the impact of your research through
application

 Keep a record of all you do for your CV
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Tips and Conclusion

 Always be critical when interpreting your research findings!

 Conceptualise your findings – key task to add value to your research
and sell it to the examiners and reviewers.

 Be specific when explaining your contribution to knowledge

 Give it a go!
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Thank You
Peter Woods – p.woods@griffith.edu.au
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